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Refreshcr Course on "Skill Devclopment and Futuristic Technologies" 

Resourcc person: Prof. Jaganmohan Reddy. Dr. R.K.S. Mangesh Dash and many more. 

2021-22 

About the Program: The program was conducting hands-on sessions for teachers in 
developing the skills in students such as general awareness, awareness on science, technology, 
innovations, biology, genetic engineering, social sciences, politics, economics, English language 
and literature. Some of the lecturers were as follows: 

i. Challenges of online delivery 

REPORT 

Title: Utilizing neurological drivers for learning optimization during online learning delivery 
Initially the speaker took us lo a journey of mind that is conditioned to our core belicf which in 

tum made us understand the behavioral hinking and NLP application. He handled the session in 
an intcresting manner involving the participants through few activitics and solving mathematical 
problems to lap on the responses with excitement. He continued the session with the discussion 
on the following issues: 

passive and active sessions 

ii. Ebbinghaus-forgetting curve and importance of reviewing 
ii. Effective and ineffective engagement and knowledge transfer 
iv. The importance of: 

Active and Interactive 

He further added that: 

Interactive and rellective and suggested that it is appropriate 
transform teaching to Reflective teaching. 

Teachers should be therapeutic in rendering knowledge to the students. 

the teachers to 

Teachers should incorporate clements of fun coupled with knowlcdge making their 
classes very interesting, exciting and informative. While doing so he also brought out the 
difference betwcen dull teachers, ineffective teachers, jockeys and star teachers. 
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